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Abstract 

A “Little Red Spot” (LRS-1) has been a long-lived         
feature in the far southern latitudes on Jupiter,        
residing at around 58°S in the ‘S4’ domain. A second          
large storm, known as AWO-2, approached LRS-1       
during 2018, with a close approach during Juno’s        
Perijove 15. We present calibrated tracking data       
covering the period of approach up to and following         
perijove, with detailed observations and commentary      
on changes in latitude and longitude of the storms.  

Following PJ15, the two storms separated in       
subsequent weeks. During solar conjunction, they      
may have re-approached and merged, as LRS-1 has        
re-emerged in 2019 significantly enlarged, and      
there’s no sign of AWO-2. 

 

 
Figure 1: JunoCam images of AWO-2 (upper left) and         
LRS-1 (centre) at PJ14 and PJ15. NASA/SwRI/MSSS 

1. Observations 
During the 2018 apparition of Jupiter, two ovals were         
prominent in the S4 domain on Jupiter. The S4         
domain is defined as lying between the S4 prograde         
jet (53°S) and S5 prograde jet (61°S). The        
anticyclonic white oval AWO-2 likely formed from       
the merger of ovals AWO-1 & AWO-2 in early 2018          
(1). The red oval LRS-1 has been present for several          
years. 

During the second half of 2018, LRS-1 remained        
relatively slow-moving to the south of the Great Red         
Spot, and AWO-2 was prograding rapidly towards it.        
Both storms were imaged clearly by JunoCam in July         
(PJ14), and subsequently our tracking observations      
showed that it was likely the two would approach         
each other very close to the 7th September Juno         
perijove (PJ15). At PJ15, the two storms were        
observed to be <10° apart, but not merged, with         
closest approach a few days before perijove. They        
separated in subsequent weeks, before Jupiter      
disappeared into solar conjunction. 

 

 
Figure 2: Track plot of LRS-1 & AWO-2 positions 
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Figure 3: Calibrated time-series plots of latitude and        
longitude drift for LRS-1 & AWO-2. 

Observations, particularly in August and September,      
were primarily collected by A.C & C.F, with Jupiter         
only favourably placed for southern hemisphere      
observers. Images were registered and map projected       
in WinJupos, and the oval positions measured.       
Observational errors due to the storms’ far southern        
latitude and Jupiter’s declining altitude were      
corrected by using a calibration with one of the SSTB          
white ovals, oval A8. 

2. Discussion 

The strongest motion of AWO-2 relative to LRS-1        
occurred when the spot was AWO-2 was located        
1-2°S of LRS-1, closer to the prograding jet S5. A          
slowing in speed occurred from the second half of         
August, coincidental with AWO-2 moving slightly      
north. Following PJ15, the two spots swapped       
latitudinal position, with LRS-1 a little further south,        
and separation increased, though separation appeared      
to have ceased by the end of September. It may be           
that the positioning of a large FFR region north of the           
storms prevented the two from swinging around each        

other and merging near PJ15. This may be another         
indicator of how FFR regions can influence the        
motion and speed of high-latitude AWOs [2]. 

A Merger? 
With LRS-1 present in amateur and JunoCam       
imagery from PJ19 in 2019, but without any sign of          
AWO-2, it seems likely that the two merged at solar          
conjunction. LRS-1 remains red this year, but       
appears notably larger in extent in 2019 (Figure 4),         
perhaps as a result of absorbing the smaller storm. 

 
Figure 4: Size change of LRS-1 in IR685nm imagery (A.C.) 

3. Summary and Conclusions 
We were able to track the interactions of two high          
latitude storms on Jupiter, with amateur imagery       
supporting the detailed observations made with      
JunoCam. This provide context to infer processes       
controlling the motions and interactions of large       
storms on Jupiter. 
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